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Abstract
Estimates of 12-month and lifetime prevalence and of lifetime morbid risk (LMR)
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text
Revision (DSM-IV-TR) anxiety and mood disorders are presented based on US
epidemiological surveys among people aged 13+. The presentation is designed
for use in the upcoming DSM-5 manual to provide more coherent estimates than
would otherwise be available. Prevalence estimates are presented for the age groups
proposed by DSM-5 workgroups as the most useful to consider for policy planning
purposes. The LMR/12-month prevalence estimates ranked by frequency are as
follows: major depressive episode: 29.9%/8.6%; speciﬁc phobia: 18.4/12.1%; social
phobia: 13.0/7.4%; post-traumatic stress disorder: 10.1/3.7%; generalized anxiety
disorder: 9.0/2.0%; separation anxiety disorder: 8.7/1.2%; panic disorder: 6.8%/
2.4%; bipolar disorder: 4.1/1.8%; agoraphobia: 3.7/1.7%; obsessive-compulsive
disorder: 2.7/1.2. Four broad patterns of results are most noteworthy: ﬁrst, that
the most common (lifetime prevalence/morbid risk) lifetime anxiety-mood
disorders in the United States are major depression (16.6/29.9%), speciﬁc phobia
(15.6/18.4%), and social phobia (10.7/13.0%) and the least common are agoraphobia (2.5/3.7%) and obsessive-compulsive disorder (2.3/2.7%); second, that
the anxiety-mood disorders with the earlier median ages-of-onset are phobias
and separation anxiety disorder (ages 15–17) and those with the latest are panic
disorder, major depression, and generalized anxiety disorder (ages 23–30); third,
that LMR is considerably higher than lifetime prevalence for most anxiety-mood
disorders, although the magnitude of this difference is much higher for disorders
with later than earlier ages-of-onset; and fourth, that the ratio of 12-month to
lifetime prevalence, roughly characterizing persistence, varies meaningfully in ways
consistent with independent evidence about differential persistence of these
disorders. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction
Little agreement exists regarding the conventions for the
time frame to use in reporting data from community
epidemiological surveys on the prevalence of mental disorders. Some authors prefer to focus exclusively on estimates
of recent prevalence in order to avoid the biases associated
with selective recall (Costello et al., 2003; Jenkins et al.,
2003). Others report the proportion of respondents who
met criteria for mental disorder at some time in the past
six months (Marcks et al., 2011; Park et al., 2011),
12 months (Andrade et al., 2012; McEvoy et al., 2011;
Wittchen and Jacobi, 2005; Wittchen et al., 2011), or even
at any time in their life (Carra et al., 2012; Pietrzak et al.,
2011). In studies of lifetime disorders, furthermore, some
researchers report estimates of lifetime prevalence (i.e. the
proportion of people who have had the disorder at some
time in their life), while others report estimates of lifetime
morbid risk (LMR) (i.e. the proportion of people who will
eventually develop the disorder at some time in their life
whether or not they have a lifetime history at the time of
assessment). While LMR is reported much less frequently
than lifetime prevalence (Oakley Browne et al., 2006), it is
important to appreciate that measures of LMR tell us not
only about the proportion of the population that has so far
experienced the disorder, but also about the additional
proportion of the population that is expected (based on a
projection from a survival model) to experience the disorder
at some time in the future. The combined information about
current and future cases is sometimes more important for
policy planning purposes than information about cases that
have occurred to date. Estimates of lifetime prevalence and
LMR will typically be quite similar for disorders that usually
start early in life, while the two estimates will diverge more
and more for disorders with increasingly later ages-of-onset
(Kessler et al., 2005a, 2007b).
Each of the earlier measures results in a different estimate
that deals with a different time frame and, in the case of
LMR, with information about age-of-onset (AOO) distributions. The inconsistent reporting of some but not all of these
different estimates across studies has led to confusion about
the most appropriate measures and has hampered synthesis
of knowledge across studies. A number of issues need to be
considered in determining which of the earlier measures to
report for different purposes, although it is always possible
to ﬁnesse the issue by reporting all of the earlier estimates.
Perhaps the most contentious of these involves concerns
about recall bias, leading some researchers to focus entirely
on recent prevalence based on concerns about recall bias
in measures with longer recall periods (Jenkins et al.,
1997a). It is important to realize, though, that recall bias is
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a continuous gradient that does not end with a recall period
of, say, one week (as in the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression (CES-D) scale; Radloff, 1977) or one month
(as in many reports of “current” prevalence in community
epidemiological surveys; Jenkins et al., 1997b). Indeed,
research on the use of daily diaries to collect more ﬁnegrained information about symptoms of mental disorders
shows that recall bias exists even when the recall period is
as short as one week (Zanni, 2007). Furthermore, research
using the experience sampling method (ESM), in which
diary respondents are signaled at random times of the
day (either with a cell phone call or a beeper) to provide
moment-in-time reports of mood, shows that recall
bias exists even for a recall period as short as one day
(Shiffman et al., 2008).
Another complicating factor in focusing on short recall
periods is that the diagnostic classiﬁcation of most mental
disorders is based on criteria that typically comprise not
only current symptoms but also symptoms that date back
many months or even years. This makes it impossible or at
least questionable to make diagnoses for many disorders
based exclusively on data about current symptoms. For
example, information about the lifetime occurrence of
hypomania or mania is required to determine whether a
current major depressive episode (MDE) is a major depressive disorder (MDD) or a depressive phase of a bipolar
disorder (BPD). A diagnosis of generalized anxiety disorders
(GADs) requires an assessment of symptoms over a sixmonth time period. A diagnosis of dysthymic disorder
requires an assessment of symptoms over a two-year period.
Diagnostic instruments for current disorders account for
these issues by also assessing lifetime occurrence of some
syndromes and collecting information about onset, recency,
and duration of these syndromes to derive diagnoses. This
being the case, we have to recognize that the search for
symptom reports of mental disorders devoid of recall bias
is doomed to failure. Indeed, as shown in the studies using
moment-in-time ESM data collection, this is true even in
the extreme case, such as with the assessment of premenstrual disorders, where daily diaries are used to chart symptoms over the full-time period needed to meet diagnostic
criteria (Futterman and Rapkin, 2006).
How should the inevitability of recall bias be managed?
As suggested earlier, exclusive focus on questions with a
short recall period cannot be the answer, as even the
shortest time interval will be subject to at least some recall
bias. Furthermore, the use of very short recall periods
reduces the practical value of data even if recall bias is
de minimis, as there is little clinical or policy value in
knowing only about symptoms over a very short recall
period. Based on this realization, it has recently been
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suggested that the most useful policy-relevant information
on recent prevalence would focus on a 12-month recall
period due to the fact that most policy planning decisions
are made on an annual basis (Wittchen and Jacobi, 2005;
Wittchen et al., 2011). It would presumably also be of
interest to have information on the distributions of persistence and severity of 12-month cases (e.g. the proportion
of MDEs occurring in the past 12 months that were both
severe and lasted six month or longer). But if this is so,
how should researchers deal with the fact that recall error
will inevitably exist in responses to these questions? The
most recent thinking about this question in the cognitive
psychological literature on recall error in surveys suggests
that two approaches can be used, both of them based on
the realization that recall error varies substantially with
the salience of the experiences respondents are being asked
to recall (Eisenhower et al., 2004).
The ﬁrst approach is to vary the recall period over which
different questions are asked in order to adjust for variation
in salience. For example, the US National Health Interview
Survey asks about days out of role due to illness over a
two-week recall period, broken arms over a 12-month recall
period, and heart attacks over a lifetime recall period
(Adams et al., 1999). The second approach is to vary the
subtlety of the recall questions depending on variation in
salience of the content. For example, the World Health
Organization (WHO) Composite International Diagnostic
Interview (CIDI), the diagnostic interview used in most
community psychiatric epidemiological surveys around the
world, asks ﬁne-grained questions about episodes of disorders that occurred over the 30 days before interview, more
general questions about episodes that occurred in the
12 months before interview, and only very general questions
about lifetime disorders (Kessler and Üstün, 2004). In
addition, in cases where the CIDI seeks to obtain more detail
about experiences that occurred at a time requiring longterm recall, as in asking about AOO, special memory
priming questions are used to help improve memory search
and these questions are phrased in such a way as to allow for
the range responses that arise in situations where some
respondents have no clear memory of precise instances
(Knäuper et al., 1999).
With regard to estimates of more long-term prevalence,
it has recently been suggested that the most useful policyrelevant information would be about LMR rather than
lifetime prevalence based on the former providing a more
complete picture than the latter of long-term populationlevel disease burden (Wittchen and Jacobi, 2005; Wittchen
et al., 2011). It is important to recognize, though, that while
estimates of lifetime prevalence are calculated from observed
data on the proportion of people in the population who ever
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experienced a given disorder at some time in their life up to
the time of assessment, estimates of LMR are calculated by
combining information on observed lifetime prevalence
with data on predicted future onsets. Future onsets are
predicted from any one of a number of somewhat different
mathematical models that use information about conditional probabilities of ﬁrst onset in different years of life
obtained from people who already passed through those
years of life (Fuchs et al., 2010). These models all assume that
the experiences of currently younger people will either be the
same as those of the older people who were used in estimating the conditional probabilities of ﬁrst onset or will change
in ways that can be predicted by trends in the experiences of
these older people. Caution is needed in interpreting
estimates of lifetime risk when there is reason to believe that
the experiences of older and younger cohorts are quite
different from each other. Furthermore, special efforts
should be made whenever possible to base the lifetime risk
projections used to calculate LMR on AOO curves that were
constructed using short recall intervals and smoothing to
reduce the effects of recall error and cohort effects (Eaton
et al., 2012). In addition, AOO curves should be presented
in conjunction with estimates of LMR because the distributional information in AOO curves can be helpful in targeting
intervention efforts to the age ranges of highest onset risk
(Kessler et al., 2007a).
Aims
In light of the earlier considerations, we present in this paper
estimates of the 12-month prevalence and LMR of a number
of DSM-IV-TR (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text Revision) anxiety and
mood disorders based on epidemiological surveys carried
out on the US household population among people aged
13 and older. Although these surveys also assessed disruptive
behavior disorders, the latter disorders are not considered
here because the typically early AOO of disruptive behavior
disorders makes the distinction between lifetime prevalence
and LMR among adolescents-adults much less striking for
these disorders than for anxiety-mood disorders. The
presentation is intended for use in the upcoming DSM-5
manual to allow for a more coherent and synchronous
presentation of estimates than would otherwise be available.
Prevalence estimates are presented by the age groups
recently proposed by DSM-5 workgroups as the most useful
ones to consider for policy planning purposes. Earlier
reports from these same surveys presented estimates of
lifetime and recent prevalence and AOO distributions of
these disorders for adolescents (Kessler et al., 2012) and
adults (Kessler et al., 2005a, 2005b). However, data are
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reported here for the ﬁrst time on estimates of prevalence,
AOO distributions, and LMR for the combined samples of
adolescents and adults. Minor discrepancies between some
estimates reported here separately for adolescents or adults
and the results reported in previous papers are due to
improvements in data coding and weighting since earlier
estimates were published.
Methods
Sample
Data are based on the US National Comorbidity Survey
Replication (NCS-R; Kessler and Merikangas, 2004) and the
Adolescent Supplement to that survey (NCS-A; Merikangas
et al., 2009). The NCS-R design has been described in
detail elsewhere (Kessler et al., 2004). In brief, the NCSR is based on a national face-to-face household survey
of adults (ages 18+) designed to study prevalence and
correlates of DSM-IV disorders. The survey was administered in 2001–2003 and had two parts. Part I included an
assessment of core DSM-IV mental disorders administered to all respondents (n = 9282). Part II included questions about non-core mental disorders (including some of
those considered in this report), physical disorders,
disease burden, and other correlates administered to all
Part I respondents who met lifetime criteria for any Part
I disorder plus a roughly one-in-three probability subsample of other Part I respondents (n = 5692). The Part
I–II response rate was 70.9%. Verbal informed consent
was obtained before surveying. Consent procedures were
approved by the Institutional Review Boards of both
Harvard Medical School and the University of Michigan.
The Part II sample, which is used in the current report,
was weighted to adjust for differential probabilities of
selection and under-sampling of Part I respondents
without DSM-IV disorders. A weight was also used to
adjust for small discrepancies between sample and population Census data on socio-demographic and geographic
variables. A more detailed discussion of NCS-R sampling
and weighting procedures is presented elsewhere (Kessler
et al., 2004).
The NCS-A design also has been described in detail
elsewhere (Kessler et al., 2009a, 2009b). In brief, the
NCS-A is based on a national survey of adolescents (ages
13–17 at the time of sample selection, although a small
number of respondents turned 18 before the date of their
interview) who were interviewed February 2001–January
2004 in dual-frame household and school samples in
conjunction with the NCS-R. The NCS-A household
sample included 904 adolescents (879 in school, 25 dropouts)
from households in the NCS-R (Kessler and Merikangas,
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2004). The conditional adolescent response rate was 86.8%.
The NCS-A school sample included 9244 adolescents from
a representative sample of schools in the adult sample areas.
The conditional adolescent response rate was 82.6%. Written
parent informed consent and written adolescent assent were
obtained before surveying either adolescents or parents.
Consent procedures were approved by the Institutional
Review Boards of both Harvard Medical School and the
University of Michigan. The NCS-A household sample,
despite comparatively small size, is important because it
includes adolescents residing in areas where schools refused
to participate. The high (72.0%) percent of non-participating
initially-selected schools were replaced with matched replacement schools. Comparison of household sample respondents
from non-participating schools with school sample respondents from replacement schools found no evidence of bias
in estimates of either disorder prevalence or correlates
(Kessler et al., 2009a). One parent or surrogate (henceforth
described as parents) of participating adolescents was asked
to complete a self-administered questionnaire about the
adolescent’s developmental history and mental health. The
conditional response rate was 82.5–83.7% (household–
school samples). The 6483 adolescent–parent pairs with
both adolescent interviews and parent questionnaires, which
is used in the current report, were weighted to adjust for
differences in measured variables compared to incomplete
pairs and were then post-stratiﬁed to the distribution
of the US population on a wide range of census sociodemographic and geographic variables using methods
discussed elsewhere (Kessler et al., 2009a, 2009b).
Diagnostic assessment
Adolescents in the NCS-A were administered the fullystructured CIDI Version 3.0 (Kessler and Üstün, 2004)
modiﬁed to simplify language and use examples relevant
to adolescents (Merikangas et al., 2009). The DSM-IV/
CIDI disorders considered include mood disorders
(MDD, BPD I–II) and anxiety disorders [panic disorder,
agoraphobia, social anxiety disorder, speciﬁc phobia, GAD,
separation anxiety disorder (SAD), obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD), post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)].
It should be noted that SAD is included here despite
being listed in DSM-IV among the Disorders Usually
First Diagnosed in Infancy, Childhood, or Adolescence,
as it is noted in the introduction to the DSM-IV section
on Anxiety Disorders that SAD is recognized to be an
anxiety disorder.
All diagnoses were made using DSM-IV distress/
impairment criteria, organic exclusion rules, and diagnostic
hierarchy rules except that panic disorder was assessed with
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or without a history of agoraphobia, agoraphobia was
assessed with or without a history of panic, and we considered both MDE (i.e. with or without a history of BPD) and
MDD (i.e. without a history of BPD). Dysthymic disorder
was also assessed in the surveys but in a way that did not
allow it to be clearly distinguished from major depression,
leading us not to include dysthymic disorder in the analyses
reported here. OCD was not assessed among adolescents.
Adolescent interviews assessed all other disorders, while
briefer parent questionnaires assessed only major depression
based on evidence that parent reports play an important part
in the diagnosis of depression (Braaten et al., 2001). Parent
and adolescent reports were combined at the symptom level
using an “or” rule. Exploratory analyses showed that the use
of this “or” rule optimized concordance with diagnoses in
the NCS-A clinical reappraisal study (Kessler et al., 2009c).
As noted earlier, we focus on prevalence assessed in two
time frames: the 12 months before interview and the
lifetime. We also report projected estimates of LMR. The
latter estimates were obtained by using reports about
lifetime prevalence and retrospective reports about AOO to
generate survival curves that were used to predict future risk
of onset as of age 75 for all respondents who had not yet
reached this age. The AOO curves are reported here in
addition to the estimates of LMR. Special probing procedures that have been shown experimentally to increase recall
of lifetime disorders (Kessler et al., 1998) were used in asking
about lifetime prevalence. Another set of special probing
procedures, which have been shown experimentally to
increase the accuracy of AOO reports (Knäuper et al.,
1999), was used in asking respondents with lifetime disorders
to date the age when each of their lifetime disorders started.
An NCS-A clinical reappraisal study documented good
concordance between survey and clinical diagnoses based
on the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia
for School-Age Children (K-SADS) Lifetime Version
(Kaufman et al., 1997). The same disorders were assessed
in the NCS-R with the adult version of the CIDI (Kessler
and Üstün, 2004, 2008). This instrument used similar
question wording and probing procedures as in the adolescent survey. A clinical reappraisal study that used blinded
clinician-administered reappraisal interviews based on the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) Research
Version, Non-patient Edition (First et al., 2002) found
generally good concordance with diagnoses for adults based
on the CIDI (Haro et al., 2006).
Analysis methods
Twelve-month prevalence within age groups was estimated
using simple cross-tabulation methods. AOO reports were
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projected to estimate lifetime risk as of age 75 using the
two-part actuarial method implemented in SAS v9.1 (SAS
Institute Inc., 2001). The actuarial method differs from the
more familiar Kaplan–Meier (Kaplan and Meier, 1958)
method in using a more accurate way of estimating the
timing of onsets within a given year (Halli et al., 1992). This
method assumes constant conditional risk of onset at a given
year of life across cohorts. LMR was estimated as of age 75
from the projections in the survival curves. Standard errors
of these projections were based on simulations using the
jackknife repeated replication method (Kish and Frankel,
1974) implemented in a SAS macro (SAS Institute Inc.,
2001). All signiﬁcance tests were evaluated at the 0.05 level
with two-sided tests.
Results
Lifetime prevalence
The most prevalent lifetime syndrome considered here is
MDE (16.6%), while the most prevalent disorders are
speciﬁc phobia (15.6%), MDD (14.4%), and social phobia
(10.7%) (Tables 1 and 2). The 2.2% difference between
MDE and MDD is due to the fact that MDE but not
MDD includes respondents with BPD. The prevalence of
BPD (2.5%) is somewhat higher than the difference
between MDE and MDD (2.2%) because some people
with BPD have a history of only manic episodes without
ever having an episode of MDE. Most people with a
history of either MDE or MDD have had recurrent
episodes rather than only a single lifetime episode
(12.2% versus 4.4% for MDE; 10.3% versus 4.1% for
MDD). Other than speciﬁc and social phobias, the anxiety
disorders with the highest lifetime prevalence are SAD
(6.7%) and PTSD (5.7%). The less common anxiety
disorders include GAD (4.3%), panic disorder with or
without agoraphobia (PD; 3.8%), agoraphobia with or
without panic disorder (2.5%), and OCD (2.3%).
All the earlier disorders are more prevalent among
women than men, most of them signiﬁcantly so. Most,
but not all, of these disorders are estimated to have higher
lifetime prevalence among adults in the age range 18–64
than adolescents (ages 13–17) with the exceptions of
BPD II, agoraphobia, speciﬁc phobia, and SAD. The only
substantive reason for lifetime prevalence being higher
among younger than older people is rising prevalence in
more recent cohorts. But methodological factors could
also create such an age inversion. This could be due either
to sample selection bias (i.e. more bias against people with
than without lifetime disorders being in the sample than
with increasing age), reporting bias (i.e. greater failure to
report lifetime disorder due either to forgetting or
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Table 1 Lifetime prevalence of DSM-IV-TR/CIDI anxiety disorders by age and gender in the National Comorbidity Survey
Replication (NCS-R) and Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A)
Ages 13–17
Female

Ages 18–64

Male

Total

Female

Male

Total

Percent (SE) Percent (SE) Percent (SE) Percent (SE) Percent (SE) Percent (SE)
Panic disorder2
Generalized anxiety disorder
Agoraphobia3
Social phobia
Speciﬁc phobia
Separation anxiety disorder
Post-traumatic stress disorder
Obsessive-compulsive disorder
Any anxiety disorder
(n)

2.5
(0.3)
2.8
(0.5)
3.7* (0.6)
11.2* (1.1)
23.0* (1.3)
9.5* (0.9)
6.9* (0.8)
—4
38.3
(1.6)
(3219)

2.1
(0.4)
1.6
(0.4)
1.7
(0.4)
6.2
(0.7)
17.1
(0.6)
5.9
(1.0)
2.3
(1.2)
—4
26.8
(1.0)
(3024)

2.3
(0.3)
2.2
(0.3)
2.7
(0.4)
8.6
(0.6)
20.0
(1.0)
7.7
(0.5)
4.5
(0.4)
—4
32.4
(1.0)
(6243)

7.0* (0.4)
7.7* (0.4)
3.2* (0.3)
14.2* (0.7)
17.5* (0.6)
8.2* (0.6)
11.7* (0.8)
3.6* (0.6)
40.4
(1.1)
(2978)

3.3
(0.4)
4.6
(0.5)
2.0
(0.3)
11.8
(0.6)
9.9
(0.6)
4.7
(0.5)
4.0
(0.3)
1.8
(0.4)
26.4
(1.1)
(2245)

5.2
(0.3)
6.2
(0.3)
2.6
(0.2)
13.0
(0.5)
13.8
(0.4)
6.6
(0.4)
8.0
(0.5)
2.7
(0.4)
33.7
(0.9)
(5223)

1

The NCS-A (ages 13–17) and NCS-R (ages 18+) samples were combined without weighting to adjust for the higher
probability of selection of adolescents than adults in the two surveys.
2
With or without agoraphobia.
3
With or without a history of panic disorder
4
Obsessive-compulsive disorder was not assessed among adolescents.
*Signiﬁcant gender difference within the sub-sample.

Table 2 Lifetime prevalence of DSM-IV-TR/CIDI mood disorders by age and gender in the National Comorbidity Survey
Replication (NCS-R) and Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A)
Ages 13–17
Percent

Male

Ages 18–64
Total

Female

Male

Total

Percent (SE) Percent (SE) Percent (SE) Percent (SE) Percent (SE) Percent (SE)
Major depressive episode
Single
Recurrent episodes
Total
Major depressive disorder
Single
Recurrent episodes
Total
Bipolar disorder
BPD I
BPD II
BPD I or II
Any mood disorder
(n)

3.7
13.1*
16.8*

(0.6)
(1.1)
(1.3)

2.5
6.0
8.5

(0.5)
(0.8)
(0.9)

3.1
9.5
12.6

(0.4)
(0.8)
(0.9)

6.4*
18.8*
25.2*

(0.4)
(0.7)
(0.7)

4.7
11.8
16.5

(0.3)
(0.7)
(0.8)

5.6
15.4
20.9

(0.3)
(0.6)
(0.6)

3.4
10.8*
14.2*

(0.5)
(1.1)
(1.2)

2.4
4.8
7.2

(0.5)
(0.7)
(0.8)

2.9
7.7
10.6

(0.4)
(0.8)
(0.8)

6.0*
16.1*
22.1*

(0.4)
(0.7)
(0.7)

4.2
10.1
14.4

(0.4)
(0.7)
(0.7)

5.2
13.2
18.3

(0.3)
(0.6)
(0.6)

0.3
(0.2)
2.8
(0.5)
3.1
(0.5)
18.2
(1.3)
(3,219)

0.1
(0.0)
2.8
(0.5)
2.8
(0.5)
10.8
(1.2)
(3,024)

0.2
(0.1)
2.8
(0.4)
3.0
(0.4)
14.4
(1.0)
(6,243)

1.3
(0.2)
1.6
(0.2)
2.9
(0.3)
25.7
(0.7)
(2,978)

0.9
(0.2)
1.2
(0.2)
2.1
(0.2)
16.9
(0.8)
(2,245)

1.1
(0.2)
1.4
(0.1)
2.5
(0.2)
21.4
(0.5)
(5,223)

1

The NCS-A (ages 13–17) and NCS-R (ages 18+) samples were combined without weighting to adjust for the higher
probability of selection of adolescents than adults in the two surveys.
*Signiﬁcant gender difference within the sub-sample.
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Total (ages 13+)1

Ages 65+
Female

Male

Total

Female

Male

Total

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

2.5
4.8*
1.5
7.1
9.1*
1.9
2.5*
0.6
17.7

(0.7)
(0.6)
(0.5)
(0.9)
(1.2)
(0.4)
(0.6)
(0.5)
(1.4)

1.6
1.3
0.7
5.1
3.6
1.3
0.4
0.3
11.1

(0.6)
(0.5)
(0.4)
(1.2)
(0.7)
(0.8)
(0.2)
(0.3)
(1.6)

2.1
3.3
1.2
6.3
6.8
1.6
1.6
0.5
14.9

(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.3)
(0.7)
(0.7)
(0.5)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(1.3)

4.8*
5.5*
3.2*
12.3*
18.7*
8.3*
8.5*
3.0
37.3

(0.3)
(0.3)
(0.3)
(0.6)
(0.6)
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.5)
(0.9)

2.7
3.1
1.8
8.9
12.3
5.2
2.8
1.6
25.6

(0.3)
(0.3)
(0.2)
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.4)
(0.3)
(0.3)
(0.8)

3.8
4.3
2.5
10.7
15.6
6.7
5.7
2.3
31.6

(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.3)
(0.3)
(0.3)
(0.7)

(446)

(263)

(709)

(6643)

(5532)

(12175)

conscious non-disclosure with increasing age), or classiﬁcation bias (i.e. differential classiﬁcation error in the CIDI
by age). We have no empirical basis for adjudicating
among these different possibilities with the data presented
here. However, it is noteworthy that controversy exists
about the misclassiﬁcation of BPD among youth (e.g. misinterpretation of symptoms of attention-deﬁcit/hyperactivity

disorder as due to BPD) that might account for the
high prevalence estimate of BPD among adolescents
(Youngstrom et al., 2008). And it is also noteworthy that
both speciﬁc phobia and SAD are disorders that typically
start early in life and might remit prior to adulthood, raising
the possibility of especially high rates of under-reporting
among adults.

Ages 65+

Total (ages 13+)1

Female

Male

Total

Female

Male

Total

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

Percent

(SE)

4.2
8.8*
13.0*

(0.6)
(1.5)
(1.3)

3.0
2.3
5.3

(0.9)
(0.7)
(1.2)

3.7
6.1
9.8

(0.5)
(0.9)
(0.9)

5.2*
15.6*
20.7*

(0.3)
(0.6)
(0.6)

3.7
8.7
12.3

(0.3)
(0.5)
(0.6)

4.4
12.2
16.6

(0.2)
(0.4)
(0.5)

4.2
8.3*
12.6*

(0.6)
(1.4)
(1.2)

3.0
1.9
4.9

(0.9)
(0.6)
(1.2)

3.7
5.6
9.3

(0.5)
(0.8)
(0.8)

4.8*
13.2*
18.1*

(0.2)
(0.6)
(0.6)

3.4
7.3
10.7

(0.3)
(0.5)
(0.6)

4.1
10.3
14.4

(0.2)
(0.4)
(0.5)

0.1
0.4
0.5
13.1

(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.2)
(1.3)

0.4
0.0
0.4
5.3

(0.3)
(0.0)
(0.3)
(1.2)

0.2
0.2
0.4
9.8

(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.9)

0.8
1.9
2.7
21.5

(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.3)
(0.6)

0.5
1.8
2.2
13.5

(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.7)

0.6
1.8
2.5
17.5

(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.5)

(446)

(263)

(709)

(6,643)
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(5,532)

(12,175)
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Age-of-onset (AOO) distributions
The AOO distributions were standardized to remove
information about between-disorder differences in LMR
so as to visualize the age ranges of highest risk for each
disorder. Two patterns can be seen clearly in the resulting
representation (Figures 1–3). First, median AOO (i.e. the
50th percentile on the AOO curves) is earliest for the
phobias and SAD (ages 15–17) and latest for PD (age
23), MDE (age 25), and GAD (age 30). Second, the AOO
distribution is much more concentrated for some disorders than others. The disorder with by far the narrowest
inter-quartile range (IQR; i.e. the number of years
between the 25th and 75th percentiles of the AOO distribution) is SAD (three years), while three of the four disorders
with the next narrowest IQRs are the phobias (6–11 years).
MDE, GAD, and PD, at the other extreme, have IQRs in
the range 23–27 years.
Lifetime morbid risk (LMR)
Projected LMR as of age 75 based on the AOO distributions is consistently higher than lifetime prevalence across
all disorders (Tables 3 and 4). However, the ratios of the
two estimates vary considerably across disorders both
among adolescents and adults in the 18–64 age range.
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Figure 1 Standardized age-of-onset distributions of DSMIV-TR/CIDI anxiety disorders with the earliest ages-of-onset
(agoraphobia, social phobia, speciﬁc phobia and separation anxiety) by age in the National Comorbidity Survey
Replication (NCS-R) and Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A)
(n = 12,175).
100
90
80
70

Percent

In addition, all the disorders considered here are
estimated to have lower lifetime prevalence among older
(ages 65+) than adults in the age range 18–64. This could
be due to cohort effects; that is, to a genuine increase in
lifetime prevalence of disorders among adults in more
recent cohorts. Or it could be due to sample selection bias
caused either by early mortality or sufﬁcient morbidity
related to a history of mental disorders which makes it
impossible to participate in a survey or to be excluded
from the sample (e.g. living in a nursing home). Effects
of mental disorders on physical disorders (Scott et al.,
2007; Scott et al., 2009) and mortality (Grossardt et al.,
2009; Lefèvre et al., 2011) have been documented in the
literature, increasing the plausibility of this methodological
interpretation of the age-related differences in lifetime
prevalence estimates. Another possibility, though, is that
older adults are more likely than younger adults to forget
or consciously fail to disclose lifetime mental disorders.
Given that the magnitude of some prevalence differences
are larger than we would expect based exclusively on effects
of differential morbidity and mortality, it is likely that either
increases in true prevalence in more recent cohorts and/or
an increase in under-reporting among the elderly are
involved to at least some degree in accounting for the lower
lifetime prevalence estimates among older adults.
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Figure 2 Standardized age-of-onset distributions of DSMIV-TR/CIDI anxiety disorders with later ages-of-onset (PD,
GAD, OCD and PTSD) by age in the National Comorbidity
Survey Replication (NCS-R) and Adolescent Supplement
(NCS-A) (n = 12,175)

Comparison of the two estimates for respondents
older than 64 makes less sense, as lifetime prevalence
estimates among these older respondents are so low
as to suggest that the model used to estimate LMR is
inappropriate for this segment of the population.
Focusing, then, on adolescents and adults ages 18–64,
we see that the disorders with the highest ratios of
estimated lifetime prevalence to projected LMR in both
sub-samples are SAD (75–88%) and the phobias (66–110%
for adolescents; 71–100% for adults). These high ratios
suggest that the vast majority of both the adolescents
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Figure 3 Standardized age-of-onset distributions of DSMIV-TR/CIDI mood disorders (MDE, BPD I and BPD II) by
age in the National Comorbidity Survey Replication (NCS-R)
and Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A) (n = 12,175)

and the adults who will ever have these disorders already
had onsets by the time of our survey. This reﬂects the
early ages-of-onset of these disorders seen in Figure 1.
In the case of adolescent speciﬁc phobia, furthermore,
the ratio of current lifetime prevalence to estimated
LMR being above 100% indicates that the model assumptions used to project LMR are inconsistent with the
observed data.

The ratios of lifetime prevalence to LMR are much
lower for MDE, GAD, PD, and PTSD among adolescents
(24–45%), while these ratios are higher among adults
(69–79%) even though they remain lower than the ratios
reported in the last paragraph for the early-onset anxiety
disorders. This reﬂects the later ages-of-onset seen for
these disorders than for the early-onset anxiety disorders
in Figure 2. The higher ratios for these disorders among
adults than adolescents reﬂect the fact that many ﬁrst
onsets occur in the middle years of life. Indeed, a comparison of cumulative lifetime prevalence estimates as of age
64 with those as of age 17 in Figures 2 and 3 shows that an
estimated 69–74% of all lifetime cases of MDE, GAD, and
PD have ﬁrst onsets in the age range 18–64. It is interesting
to note that the proportion is lower for PTSD (55%) due to
the much higher proportion of lifetime cases of PTSD (42%)
than the other three disorders in this group (20% of GAD;
27% of MDE and PD) that occur either in childhood or
adolescence. The higher proportion of lifetime cases of
PTSD than the other three disorders that have ﬁrst onsets
in childhood/adolescence reﬂects the fact that many
traumatic life experiences have occurred for the ﬁrst time
in childhood-adolescence (Cisler et al., 2012; Fairbank and
Fairbank, 2009). An exception to this general pattern of
higher ratios among adults than adolescents occurs for
BPD. This could reﬂect the possible over-diagnosis of BPD
among adolescents that was noted earlier in this section.

Table 3 Lifetime morbid risk (LMR) and the ratio of lifetime prevalence to morbid risk (LT/LMR) of DSM-IV-TR/CIDI anxiety
disorders by age in the National Comorbitiy Survey Replication (NCS-R) and Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A)
LMR

Panic disorder2
Generalized anxiety disorder
Agoraphobia3
Social phobia
Speciﬁc phobia
Separation anxiety disorder
Post-traumatic stress disorder
Obsessive-compulsive disorder
Any anxiety disorder
(n)

LT/LMR

Percent

(SE)

13–17

18–64

Total (ages 13+)1

6.8
9.0
3.7
13.0
18.4
8.7
10.1
2.7
41.7

(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.3)
(0.5)
(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.6)
(0.4)
(0.8)

0.3
0.2
0.7
0.7
1.1
0.9
0.4
—4
0.8
(6243)

0.8
0.7
0.7
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.8
(5223)

0.5
0.5
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.9
0.8
(12,175)

(12,175)

1

The NCS-A (ages 13–17) and NCS-R (ages 18+) samples were combined without weighting to adjust for the higher
probability of selection of adolescents than adults in the two surveys.
2
With or without agoraphobia.
3
With or without a history of panic disorder.
4
Obsessive-compulsive disorder was not assessed among adolescents.
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Table 4 Lifetime morbid risk (LMR) and the ratio of lifetime prevalence to morbid risk (LT/LMR) of DSM-IV-TR/CIDI mood
disorders by age in the National Comorbidity Survey Replication (NCS-R) and Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A)
LMR

Major depressive episode
Bipolar disorder
BPD I
BPD II
BPD I or II
Any mood disorder
(n)

LT/LMR

Percent

(SE)

13–17

18–64

Total (ages 13+)1

29.9

(0.6)

0.4

0.7

0.6

1.1
2.9
4.1
30.7

(0.2)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(0.7)

0.1
1.0
0.7
0.5
(6243)

1.0
0.5
0.6
0.7
(5223)

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
(12,175)

(12,175)

1

The NCS-A (ages 13–17) and NCS-R (ages 18+) samples were combined without weighting to adjust for the higher
probability of selection of adolescents than adults in the two surveys.

Twelve-month prevalence
The most prevalent disorders in the 12-months before
interview are the same as those in the lifetime: speciﬁc
phobia (12.1%), social phobia (7.4%), and MDD (7.1%;
Tables 5 and 6). The other disorders considered here have
much lower 12-month prevalence, from a high of 3.7% for
PTSD to lows of 1.2% for OCD (not assessed among
adolescents) and SAD, and 1.7% for agoraphobia. The
rank-order of 12-month prevalence estimates is very
similar to that of lifetime estimates, but there are a few inversions. For example, social phobia has higher 12-month
prevalence than MDD, while the reverse is true for lifetime
prevalence. This inversion reﬂects the more persistent
course of social phobia than MDD, which can be seen
indirectly in the fact that the ratio of 12-month to lifetime
prevalence is roughly 70% for social phobia compared to
roughly 50% for MDD.
The ratios of 12-month to lifetime prevalence vary
substantially in sub-samples deﬁned by age. The highest
ratios are consistently found among adolescents and the
lowest among the elderly, presumably reﬂecting the joint
effects of associations between age and time-since-onset
and between time-since-onset and persistence. The only
two disorders for which this pattern does not hold are
GAD and speciﬁc phobia. These discrepancies might
reﬂect the fact that GAD has a chronic-episodic course
reﬂected in intermediate prevalence ratios for all three
age groups (roughly 35–50% of lifetime cases in episode
in the 12 months before interview) while speciﬁc phobia
has a persistent course reﬂected in high prevalence ratios
for all three age groups (roughly 75–80% of lifetime cases
in episode in the 12 months before interview). The ratios
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also vary substantially across disorders, presumably
reﬂecting the joint effects of differences in time-sinceonset and persistence. Among adolescents, where the
ratios are generally quite high, the most striking discrepancy other than the one noted earlier in this paragraph
for GAD is the very low ratio for SAD (only about 20%
of lifetime cases still in episode in the 12 months before
interview). This reﬂects the more rapid resolution of childadolescent SAD than the other disorders considered here.
Among adults in the age range 18–64, in addition to a
similarly low ratio for SAD, there is a comparatively low
ratio for single-episode MDE/MDD (roughly 15–45% of
lifetime cases in episode in the 12 months before interview).
The ratios are consistently low among elderly respondents
with the notable exceptions of speciﬁc phobia (where
roughly 75% of lifetime cases continue to have the disorder
in the 12 months before interview) and OCD.

Discussion
The data presented here represent the ﬁrst comprehensive
overview of epidemiological information on the prevalence and LMR of anxiety and mood disorders in the US
general population in the format called for by the DSM5. We focus on prevalence estimates using DSM-IV criteria due to the fact that DSM-5 criteria have not yet been
ﬁnalized. We will not know if similar patterns hold for
DSM-5 disorders until the new criteria are ﬁnalized and
epidemiological studies using these criteria are carried
out. Earlier reports of prevalence estimates from these
surveys focused either on adolescents (Kessler et al.,
2012) or on all adults aged 18+ without distinguishing
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1.9
(0.3)
0.9
(0.1)
2.0
(0.3)
7.9
(0.6)
16.3
(0.9)
1.5
(0.2)
3.6
(0.4)
—4
—4
25.2
(1.0)
(6243)

(SE)
0.8
0.4
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.2
0.8
—4
0.8

Estimated

12M/LT
(SE)

3.1
(0.2)
2.9
(0.2)
1.7
(0.1)
8.0
(0.4)
10.1
(0.5)
1.0
(0.1)
4.4
(0.4)
1.3
(0.3)
21.3
(0.6)
(5223)

Percent

12M

18-64

0.6
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.6

Estimated

12M/LT
(SE)

0.7
(0.2)
1.2
(0.3)
0.4
(0.2)
2.7
(0.4)
5.0
(0.6)
0.0
(0.0)
0.4
(0.1)
0.3
(0.2)
7.6
(0.9)
(709)

Percent

12M

65+

0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.0
0.3
0.7
0.5

Estimated

12M/LT

(SE)
2.4
(0.1)
2.0
(0.1)
1.7
(0.1)
7.4
(0.3)
12.1
(0.4)
1.2
(0.1)
3.7
(0.3)
1.2
(0.3)
22.2
(0.5)
(12,175)

Percent

12M

0.6
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.7

Estimated

12M/LT

Total (ages 13+)1

0.3
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.5

Estimated

12M/LMR

The NCS-A (ages 13–17) and NCS-R (ages 18+) samples were combined without weighting to adjust for the higher probability of selection of adolescents than adults
in the two surveys.
2
With or without agoraphobia.
3
With or without a history of panic disorder.
4
Obsessive-compulsive disorder was not assessed among adolescents.

1

Panic disorder2
Generalized anxiety disorder
Agoraphobia3
Social phobia
Speciﬁc phobia
Separation anxiety disorder
Post-traumatic stress disorder
Obsessive-compulsive disorder
Any anxiety disorder
(n)

Percent

12M

13–17

Table 5 Twelve-month prevalence (12M) and the ratios of 12-month to lifetime prevalence (12M/LT) and lifetime morbid risk (12M/LMR) of DSM-IV-TR/CIDI anxiety by
age in the National Comorbidity Survey Replication (NCS-R) and Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A)
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(SE)

0.7
(0.1)
1.0
(0.1)
1.7
(0.2)
9.9
(0.4)
(5223)

0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7

(0.1)
(0.3)
(0.3)

1.3
6.4
7.7

0.6
0.8
0.7

(0.1)
(0.3)
(0.4)

(SE)

1.6
7.7
9.3

Percent

12M

0.6
0.8
0.7

Estimated

12M/LT

18–64

0.6
0.7
0.7
0.5

0.3
0.5
0.4

0.3
0.5
0.4

Estimated

12M/LT

(0.2)
(0.3)
(0.3)

(0.2)
(0.4)
(0.4)

(SE)

0.1
(0.1)
0.1
(0.1)
0.2
(0.1)
2.6
(0.4)
(709)

0.7
1.7
2.3

0.7
2.0
2.6

Percent

12M

65+

0.5
0.6
0.5
0.3

0.2
0.3
0.2

0.2
0.3
0.3

Estimated

12M/LT

(0.1)
(0.3)
(0.4)

(0.1)
(0.4)
(0.4)

(SE)

0.4
(0.1)
1.4
(0.1)
1.8
(0.1)
9.4
(0.4)
(12,175)

1.4
5.7
7.1

1.6
7.0
8.6

Percent

12M

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5

0.3
0.6
0.5

0.4
0.6
0.5

Estimated

12M/LT

Total (ages 13+)1

0.4
0.5
0.4
0.3

----

--0.3

Estimated

12M/LMR

The NCS-A (ages 13–17) and NCS-R (ages 18+) samples were combined without weighting to adjust for the higher probability of selection of adolescents than adults
in the two surveys.

1

Major depressive episode
Single
1.8
(0.3)
Recurrent episodes
7.3
(0.8)
Total
9.1
(0.8)
Major depressive disorder
Single
1.6
(0.3)
Recurrent episodes
5.8
(0.7)
Total
7.4
(0.8)
Bipolar disorder
BPD I
0.2
(0.1)
BPD II
2.1
(0.3)
BPD I or II
2.3
(0.3)
Any mood disorder
10.4
(0.8)
(n)
(6243)

Percent

12M

13–17

Table 6 Twelve-month prevalence (12M) and the ratios of 12-month to lifetime prevalence (12M/LT) and lifetime morbid risk (12M/LMR) of DSM-IV-TR/CIDI mood
disorders by age in the National Comorbidity Survey Replication (NCS-R) and Adolescent Supplement (NCS-A)
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between those 18–64 and 65+ (Kessler et al., 2005a,
2005b). The more complete data presented here that
combines results for adolescents and adults to estimate
prevalence, AOO, and LMR should help inform the scientiﬁc community with more comprehensive estimates for
the United States. As noted earlier, these data are intended
for use in the text description of the upcoming DSM
revision (DSM-5) in order to ensure consistency of reporting standards and conventions.
The broad sweep of results reconﬁrms ﬁndings from
many previous epidemiological studies in several respects.
First, we show that major depression, speciﬁc phobia, and
social phobia are the most common anxiety-mood disorders, and agoraphobia and OCD are the least such
common disorders in the United States. This is consistent
with previous data from the United States (Kessler et al.,
1994; Regier et al., 1998) and elsewhere in the world
(Demyttenaere et al., 2004; WHO International Consortium in Psychiatric Epidemiology, 2000). Second, we show
that phobias and SAD have earlier ages-of-onset than
other anxiety-mood disorders, while GAD, MDE, and
PD have the latest ages-of-onset among these classes of
disorders. Again, these ﬁndings are consistent with previous epidemiological studies (Christie et al., 1988; Kessler
et al., 2007a; McGorry et al., 2011). Third, we show that
LMR is considerably higher than lifetime prevalence for
most anxiety-mood disorders, although the magnitude of
this difference is much higher for disorders with later
rather than earlier ages-of-onset. Similar patterns have
been found in previous World Mental Health reports
(Kessler et al., 2005a, 2007b), but we are unaware of other
epidemiological studies that have examined this issue.
Fourth, we show that while 12-month prevalence of anxiety-mood disorders is considerably lower than lifetime
prevalence, the ratio of 12-month to lifetime prevalence
varies meaningfully in ways consistent with independent
evidence about differential persistence of these disorders
(Kessler et al., 2010; Kessler and Wang, 2009).
As noted earlier, we conclude that two measures of
particular value in characterizing the descriptive epidemiology of anxiety-mood disorders are LMR and 12-month
prevalence. The measure of LMR, especially when considered in combination with information on AOO, is useful
in making researchers aware of the high risk of mental
disorders over the lifespan, although it is also important
to recognize that the accuracy of LMR estimates depends
on stability of AOO distributions over generations as well
as on accuracy of estimates of AOO in the cohorts studies
with available data. If accepted as accurate, this information can be used for planning cohort studies and designing
targeted research to identify studies of vulnerability and
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risk factors for disorder onset most efﬁciently. This information can also be useful to the public and patients in
increasing awareness about the true size and burden of
speciﬁc mental disorders and, it might be hoped, by
diminishing stigma by virtue of making it clear that these
disorders are commonly occurring and widely distributed
in the general population.
Estimates of 12-month prevalence, in comparison, are
compromise measures with regard to policy issues that
balance the problem of recall bias associated with
measures having longer recall intervals with the problem
of low signiﬁcance of measures having shorter recall intervals. With regard to the issue of shorter intervals, it is
important to remember that anxiety and mood disorders
have an episodic course or a persisting, though frequently
ﬂuctuating, course. When we speak here of ﬂuctuations we
refer to the fact that symptom severity ﬂuctuates around
the diagnostic threshold set by the diagnostic criteria,
resulting in symptom reports having the two-week or
four-week time frames preferred by some epidemiologists
showing much more instability than reports over longer
recall periods. This can lead to dramatic errors in estimating
the true size and burden of disorders for resource policy
planning purposes. An added problem with the use of
prevalence estimates based on short recall periods is that a
number of common anxiety-mood disorders require that
symptoms persist for much longer periods of time in order
to qualify for diagnoses (e.g. GAD, dysthymic disorder),
making it technically awkward to assign diagnoses in shorter
time windows. This can be an especially important issue in
making differential diagnoses. An additional issue with using
short-time frames concerns the assessment of treatment.
Because it very often takes patients a long time to seek
treatment for mental disorders, it is more valuable to
determine whether or not treatment was sought over a
longer time period than to focus only on a very short-time
frame. Although a 12-month recall period is to some degree
arbitrary, it is appealing in that health policy planning is
typically designed for a 12 month period. In interpreting
the earlier results, it is important to remember that estimates
of LMR are based on a projection model that uses information about lifetime prevalence and AOO reported by older
respondents to make estimates about future disorder onsets
among younger respondents. It is also important to recall
that lifetime prevalence estimates are so low among older
respondents that it raises concerns about either sample bias,
reporting bias related to old age, or the relevance of DSM
diagnostic criteria to the mental disorders of elderly people.
As noted in the introduction, we also have good reason to
believe that recall bias is pervasive even for short recall
periods and across the entire age range. To the extent that
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those biases exist, estimates of both lifetime prevalence and
LMR in the total sample will be downwardly biased, while
estimates of 12-month to lifetime prevalence ratios will
likely be upwardly biased. These same biases could, of
course, also exist among younger respondents, but would
presumably be less extreme.
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